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. people who think it profound are far more right than those
who think it shallow. And it is full of Tennyson's own
felicity of phrase, giving new life, and the distinction born
of poetry alone, to common things.
March 20. Jebb l and Edward Lyttelton lunched yester-
day, and I loved Jebb more than ever. He mentioned that
Henry Sidgwick, when dying, had said to his brother
Arthur that he was " fully convinced that the highest life
could not be lived except on a foundation of Christian
belief, or of some substitute for it." The saying is as strik-
ing as the last words are characteristic of his caution. But
it is interesting to have such a confession from a man of so
noble a character, and of such unflinching sincerity.
April 8; An incapacity for falling in love is no proof of
incapacity for living in love. The real love comes after
knowledge. We cannot be as deep and intimate till after
the ordinary stage of falling in love is past.
May 3. I have spent the time since I came back chiefly
in reading Catullus, which I have gone all through witn
Ellis' assistance, and Monro's, too, occasionally. I am very
glad indeed to have done it. He is certainly one of the
half-dozen greatest of the world's lyrical poets, with a gift
of plain and yet perfect utterance which is more Greek
than any Greek I know except Plato now and then. The
combination of directness, bare simplicity, and absolute
propriety and beauty is almost magical* Perhaps he took
as much trouble as Horace, and indeed his task is a harder
one—but the effects are as unlike as it is possible to be. The
fdicitas of Catullus, far from being curiosaj seems to me
the easiest thing in all the world. ... How much Landor
owed to him and how much everyone who cares for get-
ting the thing said perfectly and finally must owe to him.
But I should like an edition with his ugly side left out-—his
filth is made doubly odious by the airy grace and delicacy
of his best things, and by the noble tenderness of his
ing for his brother.
1 Afterward* Sir Kichard Jebb, MJP, for Cambridge University.

